Across
4. I help gardeners dig, but big enough to use with both hands.
7. Bees collect us to help flowers, vegetables, and fruits grow.
10. We are red and sweet. Our seeds are on the outside and we come in different sizes.
11. I am what people like to plant vegetables and flowers into. I can be small or large and usually shaped like a rectangle.
13. I am the first stage of any plant. I can be found inside and outside of fruits.
14. I am big and tall. I take carbon dioxide and turn it into oxygen for the earth.

Down
1. We are decomposers. We wiggle and live in soil.
2. We are a small round fruit. People love us in pies and we have a greenish inside.
3. I am a tool. People use me during the fall to collect leaves.
4. I am what plant roots anchor into to help them stay in place. I am brown and have a nice earthy smell.
5. I help gardeners dig in soil, but small enough to fit in one hand.
6. I am a type of fertilizer. Decomposers help me become full of nutrients. I am a type of soil.
8. We grow easily in any garden. People don’t like it when we invade a green space.
9. We are the main ingredients in small rectangular pastries. My name rhymes with pig.
12. We are fruits that come in many different colors. We grow on trees and people love baking us in pies too!

Word Bank
worms shovel soil blueberries fig gardenbed apples
strawberries trees weeds handtrowel rake pollen compost